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Educators developed Just Right Reader decodable books after observing the challenges of
teaching students how to read and become phonemically proficient. As a former educator and
principal of the year, our CEO, Sara Rich, knows how to create a successful reading program.
Earlier in her career, she observed her students were disengaged and had little interest in reading
the assigned books. The factors that played into these reading setbacks were a low volume of
books, dull stories and illustrations, and the use of texts that students couldn’t read, or decode,
using their phonics skills. Mrs. Rich took her findings and collaborated with phonics experts and
reading specialists to begin writing a collection of fun and highly effective decodable books
grounded in the Science of Reading.

Just Right Reader decodables use the Science of Reading to create a structured phonics method
because it is a highly effective way to teach children how to read. Students learn letter sounds in
a clear sequence, exploring how those sounds work together and how to break those sounds
apart. The scope and sequence of our decodable books guide students during small and whole
group learning, with a delicate balance of both structured learning and enrichment to keep
students engaged.  

Our experience in the public school sector has led to the development of our unique product,
Take-Home Decodables, in which students have the opportunity to gain up to 121 books in their
home library. We’ve also learned the power of having a large inventory of books ready to ship at
a moment’s notice. We are dedicated to investing appropriately to meet the needs of school
districts, such as urgency, a fluid working relationship, and fully customized orders to ensure
students' success and return on investments for districts.

Our books allow students to experience equitable learning through culturally relevant, engaging
texts, which induces a love of reading and a feeling of belonging in a global society.
Additionally, our robust set of genres offers inclusive learning opportunities to students through
fictional and informational text, which is proven to be the best way for students to learn to read.
By offering these critical components to our curriculum structure, our decodables directly align
with the Science of Reading.

We are proud to have more than 350 titles in our library of books to support student literacy.
We’ve partnered with literacy experts Dr. Ray Reutzel, Ph.D., and Dr. Heidi Anne Mesmer, who
have endorsed our books, helped develop classroom routines for teachers, and ensured our
decodables meet the criteria to support student success in reading! Our books are used by school
districts in 48 states in the U.S. and Canada. Since 2019 we have placed over 1.6 million books
in classrooms and homes!

Just Right Reader decodables follow a scope and sequence designed to support explicit
instruction that aligns with the Science of Reading. Our vast library includes a robust selection of
fiction and informational texts, which support acquiring knowledge in subjects such as social
studies and science. We intentionally designed our library to include informational texts because
such content is proven to support emerging and developing readers. It also provides a more
inclusive learning experience, as not all students will thrive with fictional stories. The phonics
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Response for Page 6 Section “Cooperative Marketing”

Cooperative Marketing. Describe ways in which your company will collaborate with
AEPA Member Agencies in marketing the resulting contract.

● Process on how the contract will be launched to current and potential
agencies.

We will develop a contract plan of action internally and through communications with
AEPA. Our marketing director Rosalie Simkins will launch this initiative along with our
CEO Sara Rich, our Director of Operations, Meredith Fascett and our Business
Development Manager, Julianne DeMartino.

● The ability to produce and maintain in full color print advertisements in
camera-ready electronic format, or electronic advertisements, including
company logos and contact information.

We have these types of media ready to send out and provide to potential agencies at this
time. We also have catalogs and a specific marketing box of sample decodables specific to
this contract for districts and elementary schools that fall under this contract.

● Anticipated contract announcements, planned advertisements, industry
periodicals, other direct or indirect marketing activities promoting the AEPA
awarded contract.

Our marketing activities for this contract include email marketing campaigns, email
webinars for teachers to support their knowledge of decodables and The Science of
Reading, in person conferences across the nation held at conference halls that include
professional development and an in depth discussion about decodables and The Science of
Reading. Finally, we plan to market through sending a sample box of decodables with a
video message from our CEO to district leaders, superintendents and school leaders in
order to send a clear and informative message about our products.

● How the contract award will be displayed/linked on the Respondent’s website.

The contract and partnership with AEPA will be displayed in the About Us section of Just
Right Reader, Inc.’s website.
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Approach and Methodology
Decodable readers combine decoding and language comprehension through structured, explicit,
and cumulative reading and instruction. Decodable reading is understanding what the words say.
Comprehension is understanding what the words mean. Just Right Reader decodables are based
on the Science of Reading and represent a structured, progressive phonics program. We are
driven by the passion for making literacy a universally accessible skill. Staying informed of
research developments and new practices is part of Just Right Reader’s commitment to literacy.
Below is a model from Nell Duke, a professor at the University of Michigan’s School of
Education, who continues to provide tools and research about the correlation between reading
and science. This model illustrates the research base of Just Right Reader decodables. See Figure
1: Active View of Reading below.

Figure 1: Active View of Reading. Several wordings in this model are adapted from Scarborough (2001). This model is featured
in The International Reading Association’s Reading Research Quarterly, “The Science of Reading Progresses Communicating
Advances Beyond the Simple View of Reading,” Nell K. Duke and Kelly B. Cartwright, 2021.

When developing our decodables, we grounded our content in research relevant to the strides
kids can take if given the appropriate structure of tools. Each of our decodables is designed to
progressively incorporate the components of active reading, leading to the strongest possible
student outcomes for literacy. Decodables help train the brain to stimulate the synapses along
specific neural pathways through repetition. We have included the complete scope and sequence
in Figure 6. Within the cumulative content of our decodables, each step students learn is based
on concepts previously learned.

Those who struggle with reading need to dedicate time to developing their phonics
skills. According to a study by Wiley Blevins, MEd, on the effects of using decodable texts with
phonics instruction, classroom observations revealed that working with decodable text carried
over to other important teaching areas, such as read-aloud modeling and writing activities.
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Teachers were generally observed to pay more attention to words and, more specifically, how
words work. As further evidence of the power of decodable controlled text, classroom
observations revealed that children in the decodable controlled text group were more confident in
tackling difficult books for their read-at-home reading choices. It was also observed that children
in the experimental (decodable controlled text) group would examine the words in books before
selecting a story to take home. Conversely, children in the control group were observed to have
difficulty choosing books with appropriate text for their level. (Sadlier School Professional
Development Series, A Research Study on the Effects of Using Decodable Texts with Systematic
Phonics Instruction. Blevins, 2019.) See Figure 2: Scarborough Rope below.

Figure 2: Scarborough Rope. From “Connecting Early Language and Literacy to Later Reading (Dis)abilities: Evidence,
Theory, and Practice,” by H.S. Scarborough, 2001, in S.B. Neuman and D.K. Dickinson (eds.), Handbook of Early Literacy
Research (Vol. 1, p. 98), New York, NY: Guilford. Copyright 2001 by The Guilford Press.

Culturally Relevant and Inclusive Decodables
Just Right Reader’s culturally relevant context was strategically designed using a concept from
Dr. Rudine Sims Bishop’s article “Mirrors, Windows, and Sliding Glass Doors,” which explains
children’s need to read diverse books and see reflections of themselves in the text. The mirror
reflects the diversity of texts, allowing students to see themselves depicted within the books they
read. The windows are how children look in and see how a world or story matches up to their
own lives, and the sliding glass doors allow students to enter other worlds, which is only possible
when students see diversity in a multitude of ways and gain a more realistic sense of what the
world is like and how people are represented within a diverse world. See Figure 3: Mirrors,
Windows, Sliding Glass Doors below.
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Figure 3: Mirrors, Windows, Sliding Glass Doors. Dr. Rudine Sims Bishop. Bishop, R.S. (1990). “Mirror, windows, and
sliding glass doors.” Perspectives, 6(3), pp. ix-xi.

We believe that students need to be exposed to diverse books. Students should see themselves
represented in the books they read and be exposed to new ideas, people, and worlds through
these books. We strive to make our library as diverse as possible, allowing students to create
windows, mirrors, and sliding glass doors. In effect, the lack of representation leads students of
color to believe they are incapable or that their cultures and lives are not the norms. When we put
characters of color in the stories, students see themselves, which gives them inspiration and helps
with the development of their identities. When they see a story about a Black astronaut, they
think, “I can become an astronaut.” This, in turn, creates equity and the potential for more equal
access to opportunity for any student in society.

When students see themselves in texts or can relate to the characters in a story, they naturally
become more invested in the learning process. It is close to their reality, makes sense to them,
and creates an emotional attachment to the learning process. This leads to student motivation and
investment, which results in student success.

Our Phonics Progression and Theory
Just Right Reader supports teachers through the Science of Reading and targeted teaching to
meet current learning needs, combines explicit phonics instruction with active and
thought-provoking practice, and develops the automaticity needed for students to comprehend
complex grade-level text. We believe the Science of Reading best represents a structured phonics
program because decoding and linguistic comprehension depend on one another. See below,
Figure 4: Reading Comprehension Formula.

Figure 4: Reading Comprehension Formula. Cutting, L., & Scarborough, H. (2012). Multiple bases for comprehension
difficulties: The potential of cognition and neurobiological profiling for validation of subtypes and development of assessments.
In T. O. J.P. Sabatini (Ed.), Reaching an understanding: Innovations in how we view reading assessment. R&L Education.
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Benefits of Just Right Reader Decodable Books
Reading Just Right Reader decodable books enables students at all ability levels to do the
following:

● Gain phonemic awareness and apply learned skills and strategies efficiently
● Read independently after learning just a few letters and their sounds
● Apply the phonics skills they’ve learned in the context of a story or nonfiction text
● Experience success and develop confidence in their reading abilities
● See themselves depicted in stories

Engaging Phonics Lessons
Just Right Reader provides a phonics lesson, accessed with a QR code, for each decodable book.
The phonics lessons are approximately two minutes long and consist of brief, easy-to-follow
guidance about sounds and background knowledge students might need to comprehend the story.
The student can watch the supporting phonics lesson an unlimited amount of times. Just Right
Reader decodables also help bridge the gap between home and school. Students can view and
interact with the lesson with their parents, and because our lessons are offered in English and
Spanish, our content is accessible to students and families whose primary language is Spanish.

Impact on Learning
Just Right Reader is unmatched by other decodable vendors because we follow a research-based
progression that guides students through engaging texts that become progressively harder. Our
phonics lessons with each book give students the support and repetition they need to grow their
skill sets. Our decodables appropriately integrate high-frequency words, which are strategically
developed and placed. Because there are many titles in each Phonics Skill Set, readers have
ample opportunity for practice, repetition, and volume.

“When the brain encounters a word repeatedly, it builds neural networks for the spelling,
pronunciation, and meaning of the word. Scientists believe that a model of this word that
includes the information in all these networks will eventually be formed and stored in the brain,
referred to as the word form area…It is through explicit phonics instruction that these word form
networks are created.” Marilee Sprenger, Wiring the Brain for Reading: Brain-Based Strategies
For Teaching Literacy, pages 106–107.

Student’s Literacy Journey
Just Right Reader decodables go beyond teaching students how to read well; they teach students
how to read effectively. When the foundations of the code are automatic, students can focus on
more advanced processing. When students grasp the fundamentals of decodables, they gain the
foundation for automatic word recognition—a fluency component—whereby they can apply
their skills to more difficult words, intricate storylines, and complex vocabulary. Our decodables
set the bar higher, changing the narrative by depicting children of all races and ethnic
backgrounds. We take universal story concepts and make them relevant to the reader. Students
receive the message that they are the narrative each time they read our fun and engaging texts.

A solid grasp of phonological awareness, phonemic awareness, and phonics is essential to
building a skill set for reading. This knowledge allows children to move on to more complex
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reading skills with fluency. Most children must be taught the code—the connection between
sounds and the symbols representing them. While all children need practice with sound-symbol
correspondence, those who struggle with reading need far more of it. This is where decodable
texts can be especially beneficial. They play a key role in solidifying foundational reading skills
because they include only those phonics skills children have already been taught. Early success
breaking the code is a powerful experience for young readers and enables them to focus on
reading with expression and understanding. These readers will enjoy reading and do more of it,
which leads to even greater reading achievement.

Product Overview
Our decodables meet the educational needs of readers at a pre-K through a second-grade level.
Our phonics progression provides a continuum so that students are placed appropriately within
their reading range. No matter the child’s circumstances, they will be given decodables aligned
with their current reading level. We’ve included a detailed product overview that explains the
clear, sequential scope and sequence of the decodables and knowledge-building content, which is
colorful, engaging, and culturally relevant.

Rigorous Science of Diverse Characters &                         Interactive Phonics Lessons Reading
Phonics Progression Laugh-Out-Loud Stories                    in Spanish and English
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Take-Home Decodable Boxes
Just Right Reader uses classroom reading data to create a customized set of books for each
student based on their current reading level. Students experience the fun and excitement of
receiving a carefully curated set of books wrapped as a gift at the beginning of the week.
Throughout the week, teachers create lessons and work with students to create a routine of
foundational skills. At the end of the week, students bring home their decodables and get to keep
them forever. We provide students and parents with more than 120 Take-Home Decodables
within each student’s reading range. Families love the phonics lessons embedded in each book’s
unique QR code, available in Spanish and English (coming soon in Arabic).

Personalized Book Sets
Our decodable sets are tailored to each student’s needs to support an individualized learning
experience. Accelerate reading achievement! Each customizable, made-to-reading-level
Take-Home Decodable Box bridges learning gaps by reinforcing phonics instruction at home.

● Customized based on student reading data
● Bridging learning gaps from class to home
● 100% customizable (order one or up to 11!)
● Used as core curriculum or supplemental
● Based on The Science of Reading
● Books kids love! Engaging illustrations! Content that's relevant to all cultures!
● Order one or up to 11 weeks - do what works best for your students and school budget!
● Customized packs of Take-Home Decodables are curated using student reading data.
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1. Each child’s reading data is shared with Just Right Reader.
2. A literacy/phonics expert curates a set of books for each child based on their reading

level.
3. Take-Home Decodables are delivered weekly in gift-wrapped packages for students to

open. Receiving these gifts is an exciting experience, and students are eager to read! The
pack of ten books includes a Book of Fun for pre-K to second-grade students and
Sketchbook for third-grade to fifth-grade students, with prompts for writing
practice. Knowing that reading and writing are deeply connected, we designed the
sketchbooks to lead students through the writing process and celebrate their efforts to
write, revise, and publish. 
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Classroom Libraries
Every layer of our design process works to eliminate experience disparities that affect students’
access to equitable educational materials free from bias. From the authors and illustrators to our
team of editors, our decodable books go through rigorous editing stages to ensure equity in
literacy. Imagine the number of books children practice weekly in school or at home. Imagine the
power of children seeing themselves represented in all those books daily. Just Right Reader is
committed to creating this reality for children.
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Focus on Informational Text
Our science nonfiction series focuses primarily on earth sciences. We have a Planets Series,
Everglades Series, and Exploration Series, which includes Caves, Deserts, and Swamps. Our
science books feature mysterious places and exciting topics like cave spelunking and exploring
richly diverse ecosystems. Our robust selection of informational texts helps support all students
by fulfilling the desire for fiction and non-fiction texts, as not every child will want to read
fiction books. Research suggests that using informational text is a vehicle for building literacy.

Young students must learn about the range of purposes text can serve (Duke, 2003). By filling
the classroom with books on insects, weather, firefighters, the ocean, families, trucks, reptiles,
pets, and other topics that fascinate young children, teachers can demonstrate to their students
that reading can help them obtain important information.

When teachers include informational text in the classroom, they also expand opportunities for
home-school connections that support literacy (Duke and Purcell-Gates, 2003). Research and
experience suggest that even parents who rarely read fiction for pleasure can become inspired
when teachers invite them to interact with their children around nonfiction texts, newspapers,
magazines, and reference books (Duke, Bennett-Armistead, and Roberts, 2002, 2003).
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Sound and Spelling Patterns
Just Right Reader streamlines effective and rigorous literacy instruction following a systematic,
scaffolded phonics progression combined with a spiral reinforcement of skills to increase fluency
and comprehensibility efficiently.

Every word has three forms—its sounds (phonemes), its orthography (spelling), and its meaning.
Orthographic mapping is the process that all successful readers use to become fluent in reading.
Through orthographic mapping, students use the oral language processing part of their brain to
map (connect) the sounds of words they already know (the phonemes) to the letters in a word
(the spellings). They then permanently store the connected sounds and letters of words (along
with their meaning) as instantly recognizable words, described as “sight vocabulary” or “sight
words.” See below, Figure 5: Word-Reading Development.

Figure 5: Word-Reading Development. Kilpatrick, D.A. (2015). Assessing, preventing, and overcoming reading
difficulties. Hoboken, NJ: John Wiley & Sons.
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Sequential Scope and Sequence  - Endorsed by Dr. Ray Reuztel, Ph.D.
Our methodology for designing decodables includes multiple books in the same skill set. Each
book is progressive and includes a phonics lesson that supports readers through repetition and
reinforcement. Phonics instruction must integrate rigorous, research-driven content to create
successful, independent readers. Our decodable books are different, opening emerging readers’
neural pathways with structured practice in the context of meaningful reading, which leads to the
orthographic mapping that results in confident, independent readers. Just Right Reader
decodables maximize the benefits of teaching with targeted, explicit word attack strategies with
sequential, systematic decoding strategies seamlessly built into increasingly complex texts. With
more than 350 titles, teachers and families can differentiate practice for all learners, whether they
are ready for CVC words, vowel team combinations, or the most complex words in context,
including open and closed syllables. Please see below, Figure 6 - Scope & Sequence.
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Teacher Support and Skills Instruction—Created by Dr. Ray Reutzel, PhD
“I’ve been on the lookout for high-quality decodable readers for years. If you are looking for
decodable texts to support a well-articulated scope and sequence of phonics instruction, look no
further! Just Right Reader offers 55 sets of decodable readers designed to support explicit,
systematic phonics instruction elements stretching from letter recognition, and single syllable
patterns to multisyllabic words and to prefixes and suffixes. The 55 sets are thoughtfully
sequenced to an explicitly communicated progression of phonics skills (scope and sequence) so
teachers can quickly and easily locate the right decodable book set to practice the phonics
element(s) they are teaching. Add to this the fact that the books contain topics of interest,
colorful, current, and fun illustrations, contemporary book characters representing cultural,
racial, and ethnic diversity, and a typology (print style) that closely resembles the way children
are taught to print letters in their handwriting and writing instruction. Each book also contains
ideas for “fun” with the phonic element to be practiced.”

Our Just Right Reader Decodables Teacher Guide supports teachers with foundational skills
instruction and structured exercises to measure and track students' progress and areas requiring
more focus. Our decodables maximize teachers’ strength in the blocks of time within the learning
schedule because we supplement the time allotted to create effective and productive work in the
classroom. The materials are designed with progression and structure, automatically providing a
guided teaching and learning experience. We create progressive, realistic momentum within
phonics practice while still including high-frequency words in the text.

Decodables Grounded in Research—Backed by Dr. Heidi Anne Mesmer
Research reveals that using decodable text makes a significant difference in beginning reading
skills. The positive impact of this teaching method is measurable through standardized
assessments, such as the Woodcock Reading Mastery Test, as well as more informal phonics,
spelling, and reading aptitude instruments. In addition to reading practice with decodable text,
phonics instruction also positively impacts spelling ability, demonstrated in students’
independent writing. It is evident that using controlled text as an alternative to traditional trade
literature for phonics lesson follow-up is preferable for getting young children off to the best start
in learning to read. Furthermore, the results indicate that children gain reading self-confidence,
leading to reading enjoyment. Thus, decodable texts can be engaging and motivating for
students. Most importantly, the evidence is that they make a significant difference in teaching
young children to read. (Sadlier School Professional Development Series, A Research Study on
the Effects of Using Decodable Texts with Systematic Phonics Instruction. Blevins, 2019.)

Our decodables provide an authentic and rigorous learning experience that’s engaging and allows
the reader to relate to the content and become motivated to read. With books that progress across a
phonics continuum, students read within a challenging and engaging range. Our fiction books have
interesting stories students relate to, and our non-fiction books break down abstract concepts while
providing real-life, everyday examples. This learning experience provides students with the
confidence to excel at reading.

The decodables are specifically designed to promote explicit instruction in phonics for grades
pre-K through second grade. The volume of texts we offer within these grades creates an
inherently repetitive model for learning because the stories are engaging and interesting. Our
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video phonics lessons with each book promote students’ ability to practice the material and give
them the support they need before beginning the book, especially when reading at home.

Progression Through Guided Repetition
Just Right Reader decodables support students’ continuous opportunities to practice and gain
automatic word recognition because we follow a research-based progression that guides students
through engaging text that becomes gradually harder. Students understand the concepts through
spoken language first, and as they progress, the concepts become increasingly more difficult,
which as a result, allows students to gain meaning from the written text.

The continuum ranges from phonemic awareness practice to multi-syllable words with open and
closed syllables. The progression shows that each skill set has been broken into five subsets.
Each set level offers multiple texts to practice the skills within the context of meaningful reading.
The materials were created to offer the rich variety and flexibility of staying on a topic longer or
moving to the next more quickly, which we know occurs when teaching individual students and
meeting them at their points of difficulty or reinforcing their earlier learning to more fluent
reading. We have the volume to meet the wide range of fluid needs. For instance, decodable
words help students with disabilities like dyslexia because there is a constant progression to the
structure in which they learn letters and sounds.
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What Districts Are Saying:

I want to thank you for sending us the bundle of books. We are so thrilled to have additional
books to start the year. My colleagues and I are looking forward to using these with our students.

Your books are an amazing resource that has transformed our reading block! We are very
grateful for you, your company, and all you do. I will continue to spread the word about your

books.
Michele Dagenais

Ewing Township Board of Education

“Our kindergarten, first, and second grade students now have a large variety of texts, organized
by phonics skill, that they can practice decoding independently. In addition, the books are
engaging, diverse in characters and topic and are durable, which is so important for our

younger learners to have them last over time. The texts are clearly labeled with the phonics
patterns and even have a QR code the teachers or parents can use to help students with the focus
sounds. These books make finding the application piece for reading instruction a breeze for our

teachers. This is most definitely worth your purchase!”
Karen Hile

Kansas City, Missouri

“These decodables are helping my kids become stronger readers. I love that my students can see
themselves in the books, and I love that there’s a Spanish reading lesson in every book for

parents.”
Rhodes Guerrero, PS 8

NYC Board of Education

“After purchasing a Take-Home Decodable Box for my own daughter, I just had to purchase
them for the students in our most underserved schools.”

Teresa Shipp
Director, Curriculum Instruction

San Francisco Unified School District

“I love the decodable readers from JRR because they allow students to grow as readers with
engaging, entertaining books that reflect diverse characters and life experiences. Additionally,

this systematic approach helps every student experience a feeling of success and
accomplishment.”
Breanna Fulton

Assistant Principal
Prodeo Academy - St. Paul

“As our district began the process of searching for decodable readers, we placed a priority on
quality texts which aligned with the skills our students were learning in the classroom. We also

wanted to ensure the books would be culturally relevant and engaging to help develop and build
their love of reading. Just Right Readers checked all of those boxes and more!”

Ryan Bruder
Executive Director of Instruction

Dexter Community Schools
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"I wanted to let you know that we used the readers for the last several months of the school year
and the teachers and students really enjoyed them! We loved having books to read with the kids

that made them feel successful!"
Holly Leonard

Special Education Instructional Leader (SEIL)
Enchanted Hills Elementary School

Rio Rancho Public Schools
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